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The rapid development of digitalization has brought disruptive changes to the economy
and life. The effect of digitalization on energy efficiency is explored using a time series
dataset from 2003–2019 in Zhejiang Province and is discussed in four aspects: physical
foundation, participant, medium, and pathway. The ridge regression estimation results
show that digitalization has a positive effect on energy efficiency. Network infrastructure,
communication service development, information technology industry development, and
digital technology innovation have various degrees of positive contribution to energy
efficiency. This study provides valuable insights for improving energy efficiency. Enhancing
the physical foundation, participant, medium, and pathway of digitalization are confirmed
as ways to improve energy efficiency. This study enriches the theory of energy efficiency in
the context of digitalization and has practical implications for improving regional energy
efficiency in the digital era.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The International Energy Agency (IEA) 2017 Global Energy Efficiency Report points out: Energy
efficiency is one of the keys to promoting the transformation of the global energy system and
improving the environmental problems caused by energy consumption. Exploring energy efficiency
in different contexts cuts across the ages and is vital for development and sustainability. Digital
technologies and the digital economy permeate numerous energy systems and economic
development areas, reshaping business and operational models and disrupting almost all
industries (Gómez-Barroso and Marbán-Flores, 2020; Gómez-Barroso and Marbán-Flores, 2020;
Li et al., 2021). With the advent of the digital era, the world has experienced an unprecedented
digitalization process, and the digital economy and digital transformation continue to grow and
prosper (Pan et al., 2022). The digital economy has positive externalities as an intangible asset that
reduces information frictions, optimizes the matching of supply and demand, generates significant
value, and is virtually costless (Spence, 2021). According to the New Picture of the Global Digital
Economy (2020) released by the China Academy of ICT in October 2020, the digital economic
aggregate took another step up in 2019. In recent years, the trend of digitalization of the global
economy has become more and more prominent. Traditional industries have accelerated the
transformation and upgrading to digitalization, networking, and intelligence. The scale of the
digital economy has continued to expand. The scale of the value-added of the digital economy has
expanded from $30.2 trillion to $31.8 trillion from 2018 to 2019, an increase of $ 1.6 trillion in scale,
and the digital economy has become the new driving force of global economic development (Li,
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2021). China’s digital economy has entered a mature stage of
development. In 2019, China pushed technological innovation
andmodel innovation. The volume of the digital economy ranked
second in the world with a scale of $5.2 trillion, surpassing
countries such as Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and
France. In 2019, the scale of digital value-added of domestic
industries reached $287524 billion, up 15.56% year-on-year,
accounting for 29.0% of GDP, becoming an influential force
supporting the development of the national economy (Qianzhan
Industrial Research Institute, 2020).

Scholars argue that the digital industry has brought new
service forms that have led to the flourishing of the tertiary
sector, contributing to macroeconomic growth and industrial
structure upgrading (Zhang, 2020). The new scenario brought by
the digital economy and digital industries to energy efficiency has
triggered a series of studies. A a group of views exists that the use
of digital technologies to address energy efficiency is promising. It
is argued that the gap between renewable energy attributes and
the existing technologies (e.g., intermittent and unpredictable
demand compounding) significantly reduces the energy
efficiency of renewable energy. It hinders its application, for
which energy systems combined with new digital technologies
bring a possible benefit (Luo et al., 2019). Scholars believe that an
energy revolution with digital and intelligent features has become
the development goal for building a clean, low-carbon, secure and
efficient energy system in the future (Winskel and Kattirtzi,
2020). However, the boom of the digital industry has also
brought some controversies. Some scholars have suggested that
the rapid development of networked information technology in
the digital economy and new forms of the networked economy
such as the energy Internet may affect energy consumption (Ren
et al., 2021). The rapid growth of the digital economy, with the
increasing use of communication technology-supported tools and
products, has led to a surge in demand for electricity in
developing countries (Danish et al., 2018). Large-scale power
consumption is accompanied by the conversion of different forms
of energy, which poses a challenge to energy efficiency.
Digitalization is related to regional economic development,
industrial structure, and energy structure and should not be
built at the expense of energy efficiency. Energy efficiency is a
critical energy policy strategy to secure energy supply, reduce
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions globally, and
is also an essential source of competitive advantage that can
reduce operational costs (Jiang, 2016; Dunlop, 2019; Smith et al.,
2021). In order to achieve energy efficiency goals, it is necessary
and urgent to explore the relationship between digitalization and
energy efficiency for the improvement of energy efficiency in the
digitalization process.

In the past few years, we have seen significant acceleration
of the digitalization process, and countries have formulated
policies to accelerate digital development. The scale of China’s
digital economy continues to expand, digital industrialization
is steadily increasing, industrial digitalization is accelerating,
and digital governance is gradually improving. From 2014 to
2019, the contribution of China’s digital economy to GDP
growth has consistently remained above 50%, and in 2019 it
was as high as 67.7%, significantly higher than the

contribution of the three industries to economic growth. In
2019, the scale of digital industrialization added value reached
7.1 trillion yuan (Xu, 2021). The digitalization of Zhejiang
Province is steadily advancing, and the kinetic energy of the
digital economy continues to increase. Zhejiang Province
actively promotes the construction and transformation of
next-generation Internet (IPv6), with 92.69 million IPv6-
covered users. IoT development users reached 121 million
in 2019. Since 2014 to 2019, the entire digital economy of the
province has increased from 1,094 billion yuan to 269.94
billion yuan, an overall increase of 1.47 times. The
proportion of total digital economy to GDP increased by
3.21% per year, from 27.25% to 43.3%. The value-added of
the core industries of the digital economy increased by an
average annual growth of 16.9%, from 285.4 billion yuan to
622.89 billion yuan (Economy and Information Technology
Department of Zhejiang, 2020).

The rapid development of digitalization in Zhejiang Province
and China, in general, encouraged the authors to conduct a study
and determine its effect on energy efficiency. The primary
purpose of this study is to clarify whether the effect of
digitalization on energy efficiency is positively promoted or
negatively inhibited and to investigate whether digitalization
brings about an increase or decrease in energy efficiency. This
study aims to understand better the role and significance of the
digitalization process on energy efficiency. In addition, the effect
of digitalization on energy efficiency and the extent of the effect is
carefully explored in terms of physical foundation, participant,
media, and pathway. A literature search showed that, there is a
scarcity of studies that use empirical methods to explore the effect
of digitalization on energy efficiency. Empirical studies help us to
grasp the intrinsic link between the two and provide more reliable
results for the study. Therefore, we would like to conduct the
study as an empirical research.

The primary purpose of this study makes an effort to
explore the link between digitalization and energy efficiency
in Zhejiang Province. The possible research questions in this
study are to investigate 1) whether the effect of digitalization
on energy efficiency is positive or negative; 2) which elements
brought about by digitalization affect energy efficiency. This
study chooses digitalization as the core explanatory variable
and energy efficiency as the explanatory variable. It uses time
series analysis to analyze the effect of digitalization and energy
efficiency in Zhejiang province. We used the ADF test to
determine the smooth level of the study factors and
obtained the smooth series by taking logarithms.
Considering the results of the multicollinearity test of the
variables, we use ridge regression estimation to eliminate
the effect of multicollinearity. This study will provide
suggestions on how the digital boom affects energy
efficiency through physical basis, players, mediums, and
paths. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 is the literature review; Section 3 is the indicator selection
and digitalization index system construction; Section 4
contains the methodology and model setting; Section 5 is
the results analysis and discussion; Section 6 is the
conclusions and suggestions.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Researches on digitalization and energy efficiency can be broadly
categorized into four areas:

2.1 Digital Technology Application and
Effect Analysis
Technological advances in digitalization have contributed to the
intelligence of energy systems. Research related to digital
technologies focuses on technology development and
application perspectives. These studies are the underlying
theoretical support for applying and disseminating energy
systems and even digital technologies. Correlational studies
include an intelligent system for managing energy efficiency
(Zekic-Susac et al., 2021), intelligent building energy efficiency
sensing and analysis system based on the Internet of Things (IoT)
(Plageras et al., 2018), big data in smart grid energy management
(Diamantoulakis et al., 2015), blockchain, and energy efficiency
management (Schletz et al., 2020), ICT and energy landscape
(Khatoon et al., 2019). Some of these scholars have also focused
on exploring the effects of digital technology applications.
Scholars such as Shehzad are fully aware of the transformative
power of digitalization and ICT. Scholars have raised interesting
research questions in the face of the disruptive changes brought
about by digitalization and have explored and validated the effect
of ICT, a vital element of digital research. Related studies have
explored the effect of ICT and some related factors on the
environment, economic growth, tourism, and related
relationships (Shehzad et al., 2019, 2021a, 2021b, 2022; Zeraibi
et al., 2020). These results emphasize the importance of ICT
development and the positive effect it has on the economy,
environment, and several industry development. These results
support digitalization, economic development, carbon emissions,
and tourism development and policymaking in Asian countries
such as Pakistan and China.

2.2 Digitalization for Energy Structure
Optimization
Conventional distributed renewable energy sources are limited by
technology and therefore inefficient in energy utilization. Digital
technologies is groundbreaking for the development of
distributed renewables, which opens up new possibilities for
digital transformation and clean, sustainable development in
the energy sector (Varela, 2018; Borowski, 2021; Kueppers
et al., 2021; Sheveleva et al., 2021). Digital technologies can
facilitate the adoption of energy storage solutions (Song,
2021). Digitalization and decentralization enhance consumer-
centric energy-aware services, which are critical enablers of a
transactional energy Internet (Wu et al., 2021). Cloud computing
can deliver large-scale data and applications to multiple users,
meet the data management of distributed energy, and ensure
confidentiality and privacy (Foster et al., 2008; Armbrust et al.,
2010; Rusitschka et al., 2010). IoT increases the share of
renewable energy in the energy system by connecting energy
data to the network and transforming it into information to

optimize the energy system (Collier, 2016). These new digital
technologies increase the share of renewable energy, thus
optimizing the energy structure.

2.3 Effect of Digitalization on Energy
Efficiency
Relevant studies explore the energy efficiency improvements
resulting from digitalization from the microscopic perspective
of companies. As Borowski (2021) shows, companies use
emerging digital technologies to improve energy efficiency,
reduce operational costs, and boost efficiency (Borowski,
2021). Technological advances and upgrades in emerging
digital technologies (e.g., digital twins, virtual and augmented
reality, and big data intelligence analytics) have significantly
increased automation, connectivity, and flexibility, resulting in
increased energy efficiency (Mawson and Hughes, 2019; Seo et al.,
2021).

2.4 Technological Advances in the Digital
Economy, Industrial Structure and
Economic Development
Digital technologies have influenced the development of the
circular economy (Okorie et al., 2018). The digital economy
has been changing the industrial structure. The need for
digital transformation has driven the development of the
information industry, which results in rationalization and
upgrading of the industrial structure and reduces energy
intensity. Most studies hold a supportive view on the effect of
digitalization on energy efficiency. However, there are also
relevant views that the rapidly developing digital economy has
driven economic development, leading to increased energy
consumption. The effect on energy efficiency is not apparent.
It has been argued that the growth in domestic electricity
consumption is closely related to Internet and IT products or
services, with large amounts of data moving from devices to data
centres requiring relatively high electricity consumption (Andrae
and Edler, 2015). These arguments seem to be presented to
question the positive effect, and there is no consensus on the
effect of digitalization on energy efficiency.

The studies mentioned above reveal that digitalization can give
rise to a transformative changes on energy efficiency. The actual
results focus on the management and technical application of
digitalization, the contribution of digitalization to the energy
structure, and the micro and macro effects of digitalization on
energy efficiency. The changes brought about by the digital
economy improve energy efficiency. Relevant research results
focus on representing the application of digital technologies and
their results or describing the digital economy’s effects. These
results demonstrate the effect of digitalization on companies,
organizations, and processes and reveal the ways in which
digitalization affects energy efficiency. However, among these
results, the effects of digitalization on energy efficiency are still
fragmented and inadequate, and the extent of the effect has rarely
been explored clearly. There are not enough direct studies on the
relationship between the two, and few empirical studies have
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explored the effect of digitalization on energy efficiency.
Therefore, in contrast to previous studies, we adopt a
quantitative approach to explore the effect of digitalization on
energy efficiency and select representative regions for empirical
studies. The empirical study can objectively reveal the
relationship between digitalization and energy efficiency,
which helps us grasp the intrinsic connection between the two.
This study is essential to support the implementation of energy
efficiency proposals and energy conservation and emission
reduction efforts in regions where digitalization is proposed or
already underway. Targeted development proposals are essential
to developing a region’s digital economy and energy efficiency.
This paper is dedicated to clarifying the role of digitalization on
energy efficiency by exploring the effect of the digitalization
process on energy efficiency in digital provinces. We can bring
insights into energy efficiency in other digital regions. This study
aims to explore the effect of digitalization on energy efficiency in
Zhejiang province, a leading province in digital development in
China.

3 DIGITALIZATION INDEX SYSTEM

Among several terms used in the field of the digital area, “digital
transformation”, “digitization”, and “digitalization” are a few of the
core terms that are often discussed. According to Olanipekun and
Sutrisna (2021), the transformation effect of digital technology
distinguishes “digital transformation” from “digitization”.
“Digitization” is simply the conversion of analogue information
(e.g., text, photographs, and sound) into digital information (or
binary numbers) that a computer can encode. “Digitalization”
refers to the broader use of digital technologies to optimize
existing business processes and functions through greater
coordination, thereby creating more business opportunities and
customer value (Olanipekun and Sutrisna, 2021). In this paper, we
explore the effect of digitalization on energy efficiency at the macro
level rather than a particular technology, so we use “digitalization”
and then we analyze the effect of “digitalization”.

According to the connotation of “digitalization”, the focus of
digitalization is on using digital technology to create value and make
a difference by exerting influence. Therefore, we construct the index
system of digitalization based on the physical foundation,
participant, medium, and pathway of digitalization. They
correspond in turn to four indexes: network infrastructure (NI),
communication service development (CSD), IT industry

development (ITID), and digital technology innovation (DTI).
The digitalization index system is shown in Table 1.

1) Physical foundation: NI. NI is the physical foundation of
digitalization. Digital infrastructures are the premise and
foundation for developing the digital industry (Huang and
Zhang, 2018). Network infrastructure establishes extensive
connections between people and people, people and things,
and things and things by technologies such as mobile
networks, Wifi, and the IoT. It can realize the actual
connection of internal and external (Chen et al., 2020). Based
on the researches (Kang et al., 2011; Huang and An, 2015), we
measure the NI of a province from mobile phone exchange
capacity and length of long-distance optical cable. As network
infrastructure, mobile phone exchange capacity, and length of
long-distance optical cable are usually used to describe the
communication network construction capacity of a particular
area in statistical yearbooks.

2) Participant: CSD. Based on the research of Yi et al., mobile phone
penetration rate, Internet penetration rate, and the number of
mobile phone users are used to represent the regional mobile
phones usage which can reflect the allocation of information
resources andmeasure the degree of information services (Zhang
et al., 2016; Yi and Liu, 2018). Internet penetration rate represents
the degree of informatization development, and we use it to
measure the communication service development level.

3) Medium: ITID. The key to digitalization lies in
communication networks and practical application, and the
information technology service industry is the medium of
digitalization. Information technology industry development
draws on Li et al. (2017) and Shen and Huang (2020) (Li et al.,
2017; Shen and Huang, 2020); GDP of information
transmission, software, and information technology service
industry and comprehensive telecommunication services are
therefore selected as indexes to measure ITID.

4) Pathway: DTI. Investment of R&D funds and the number of
information transmission software and information technology
service industry (ITSITSI) professional and technical personnel
are the levels of regional investment in the development of
innovation in the digital information technology industry.
Based on the digital technology innovation indexes
determined by Shen and Huang (2020), we select investment
of R&D funds and the number of ITSITSI professional and
technical personnel as indexes to measure digital technology
information level in the province.

TABLE 1 | Digitalization index system.

Digitalization 1 Network infrastructure (NI) 1.1 Mobile telephone exchange capacity
1.2 Length of long-distance optical cable

2 Communication service development (CSD) 2.1 Mobile phone penetration rate
2.2 Internet penetration rate
2.3 Number of mobile phone users

3 Information technology industry
development (ITID)

3.1 GDP of information transmission, software and information technology service industry
3.2 Total telecommunications services

4 Digital technology innovation (DTI) 4.1 Investment of R&D funds
4.2 Number of information transmission software and information technology service industry (ITSITSI)
professional and technical personnel
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4 METHODOLOGY

This paper constructs a digitalization index system and uses the
entropy method to determine the digitalization value. We
construct regression equations using digitalization as core
explanatory variables, respectively and introduce control
variables to reduce interference to improve the estimation
effect and assess the relationship between digitalization and
energy efficiency. Considering the ADF test results, to better
address the problem of multicollinearity that arises in this paper,
we use ridge regression estimation as the estimation method,
which has more advantageous characteristics in dealing with data
with multicollinearity in this paper.

4.1 Research Subjects
Zhejiang Province is at the forefront of China, with high-quality
development in digitalization, urbanization, and energy
efficiency. The basic overview of Zhejiang Province is shown
in Table 2. Zhejiang Province is the early province to start the
construction of the “digital economy” and is the leader of digital
development in China. In 2003, Zhejiang Province issued the
“Digital Zhejiang” construction plan (2003–2007) and started the
digital construction journey, and has been a critical practice place
for the strategic idea of “Digital China.” Zhejiang Province ranks
first in the country in digital government construction, launched
digital government services in 2016. Zhejiang Province has
focused on improving digital governance, accelerating the
construction of Internet office and improving the digital level
of “the most run once” within the authorities. As a representative
province of China’s digitalization and digital economy, Zhejiang
Province has conscientiously implemented and implemented the
strategic deployment of the digital economy and become the only
national demonstration zone for information economy
development and pilot zone for innovation development
(Economy and Information Technology Department of
Zhejiang, 2020).

The construction progress and amount of digital
infrastructure construction are at the forefront of the country.
A high-speed and smooth network infrastructure and service

system have been formed, covering both urban and rural areas,
with 55,000 5G base stations completed and delivered by 2019.
More than 200 scenario applications were carried out. The
construction of new infrastructure such as cloud computing
centers has been steadily promoted. A total of 190 data centers
have been built, including five large and super-large data centers.
Zhejiang Province annually organized the intelligent technology
transformation projects more than 5,000, the total number of
industrial robots in service reached 98,800 units. Zhejiang
Province’s “1 + N″ industrial Internet platform system is well
built, has developed and integrated industrial APP nearly 30,000
models. Zhejiang Province has nearly 70,000 high-tech
enterprises, and the electronic World Trade Platform
(eWTP) is located in Zhejiang. What’s more, Hangzhou
City is located in Zhejiang Province, which includes the
largest company in terms of Internet market capitalization
in China: the e-commerce giant Alibaba. The digital economy
ecosystem in Zhejiang Province is developing rapidly, with
22 provincial-level information economy demonstration
zones, 37 digital economy-type characteristic towns, and
eight national innovation bases. The relevant digital
achievements in Zhejiang Province are shown in Table 3
(Take 2019 as an example) (Economy and Information
Technology Department of Zhejiang, 2020).

Zhejiang was chosen as a research subject not only because of
its digital infrastructure and digital achievements, but also
because of its high digital economic dynamism and
development motivation.

Seven cities in Zhejiang Province, including Hangzhou,
Ningbo, and Wenzhou, were listed in the top 50 ranking
among the top 100 cities in China’s digital economy in
2018. Zhejiang Province is undoubtedly a representative
province of China with a comprehensive economic
strength-driven digital economy (Institute for Policy and
Economics of China Academy of Information and
Communication Technology and China Media Group
Shanghai Station, 2020). Therefore, it is representative to
study the effect of digitalization on energy efficiency in
Zhejiang Province.

TABLE 2 | Basic description table of Zhejiang Province (2019).

Category Indexes Quantity Ranking

Population Permanent resident population (10,000) 5,850 10
Provincial Gross Domestic Product (billion yuan) 62,351.74 4
Urbanization rate (%) 70 6

Land Land Sold Area (hectare) 16,833.2 5
Percentage of land sold for commercial office land (%) 11.88
Residential land sold % of area (%) 27.3
Industrial land sold as % of area (%) 52.67

Industrial Number of industrial enterprises above the scale 45,695 4
Gross industrial output value (billion yuan) 73,766.2 4

Energy Energy consumption (10000tce) 22,392.77
Power consumption (billion KWh) 4,706.22
Industry power consumption (billion KWh) 3,243.5

Data source: Zhejiang Statistical Yearbook (Zhejiang Provincial Bureau of Statistics, 2020).
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4.2 Entropy Method
The entropy method is an objective weighting method, which is
widely used to determine the value of indexes (Qiu, 2002; Zou et al.,
2006). The entropy method determines the weight of an index based
on the relative degree of the index on the system as a whole. The
index with a large relative degree of change will be assigned a more
significant weight. In this study, the entropy value method is used to
calculate the value of digitalization. Referring to the results of Qiu
(2002) and Zou et al. (2006) on the entropy value method, the
specific evaluation methods are shown in Eqs 1–6.

Data standardization. Since there are differences in each
indexes’ magnitude and order of magnitude, the indexes are
standardized to eliminate the effects.

Xij
′ �

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
xj − xmax

xmax − xmin
, when it′s a positive index

xmax − xj

xmax − xmin
, when it′s a negative index

(1)

Where xj is the value of the jth index, xmax is the maximum value
of the jth index, xmin is the minimum value of the jth index, and x′ij
is the normalized value.

yij � xij
′

∑m
i�1xij

′ (0≤yij ≤ 1) (2)

Calculate the index information entropy value e and
information utility value d.

ej � −K∑m
i�1
yij lnyij (3)

(K is a constant, K � 1
lnm).

dj is the information utility value of an indicator, which
depends on the gap between the information entropy of the
index ej and 1. The larger the information utility value, the greater
the weight.

dj � 1 − ej (4)
The weights of the indexes wj are:

wj � dj

∑m
i�1
dj

(5)

Calculate the evaluation value of the sample:

U � ∑n
i�1
yijwj p 100 (6)

4.3 Energy Efficiency
The term energy efficiency differs across study backgrounds.
Energy efficiency usually refers to using less energy to produce
the same services or sound output (Hans, 2011). Among the
abundant studies on energy efficiency, the IEA defines energy
efficiency as “a way of managing and restraining the growth in
energy consumption” is widely used (International Energy
Agency, 2014). Patterson found many energy efficiency
indexes, but little attention has been given to precisely
defining the term. In general, the energy efficiency indexes
follow the ratio of the energy input to the process to the
valuable output of the process (Patterson, 1996).

There is no single definition of energy efficiency because
using the energy efficiency concepts in engineering,
environmental, economic, and other studies may involve
different methods and purposes (Proskuryakova and
Kovalev, 2015). Energy intensity is not appropriate in terms
of technology level, physical level, and production process,
which may ignore the factor substitution with other inputs
during the production process, which will cause an issue of
partial factor energy efficiency measurement in different study
perspectives. Nevertheless, in the macro view, when significant
differences do not occur in the energy input structure, the
measure of energy efficiency based on energy consumption per
unit of GDP is reasonable. Proskuryakova and Kovalev (2015)
held a similar view, and they deemed that energy consumption
per unit of GDP was usually used to measure macro energy
efficiency. The increase in energy consumption is related to
economic, technical, social, and other factors. The typical
energy efficiency measuring indexes include energy
consumption per GDP, energy consumption per value-
added. Based on the research objectives of this paper, we
need to understand the effect of digitalization on energy
efficiency at the macro level. Therefore, we need
macroeconomic and energy indices to constitute energy
efficiency. The formula for calculating energy efficiency is
shown in Eq. 7. Based on the above theoretical basis,

TABLE 3 | Digital achievements in Zhejiang Province (2019 for example).

Digital achievements Value

Industry digitalization index ranking 1
Electronic information manufacturing national ranking 3
Software industry comprehensive development index ranking 3
Key industrial enterprises equipment numerical control rate (%) 60.68
Industrial enterprises machine networking rate (%) 42.33
Information transmission, software and information technology services employment gross product (billion yuan) 2,959.67
Employment in information transmission, software and information technology services (10,000) 82.28
Contribution rate of industrial output value of high and new technology industry (%) 67.3

Data source: “Zhejiang Statistical Yearbook”, Zhejiang Province Department of Economy and Information Technology (Zhejiang Provincial Bureau of Statistics, 2020; Economy and
Information Technology Department of Zhejiang, 2020).
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energy consumption per unit of GDP is used to measure the
macro energy efficiency of Zhejiang Province in this study.

EE � GDP

Energy Consumption
(7)

4.4 Regression Model
Regression models are established by treating energy efficiency as
a dependent variable and digitalization as the independent
variable to explore the effects of digitalization level on energy
efficiency. The explanatory variables, such as the level of
economic development, are explained as follows. The model of
the effect of the digitalization level and other factors on energy
efficiency is given by the following formula:

EEt � α0 + α1Digt + α2pergdpt + α3indt + α4fdit
+α5innovationt + α6tradet + α7populationt + εt

(8)

Here t denotes the year, EE denotes the energy efficiency, and
Dig denotes the digitalization. Meanwhile, referring to other
scholars’ results, we put the following factors that can affect
energy efficiency into the regression model as control variables.
Related explanations are as follows. Several other variables that
may affect energy efficiency (referring to Xu et al. ’s study (Xu
et al., 2021) on EE and its influence factors), the economic
development level (pergdp) (Xu et al., 2021), the industrial
structure (ind) (Xiong et al., 2019)), the foreign direct
investment (fdi) (Hübler and Keller 2010), the innovation level
(innovation) (Hübler and Keller, 2010), international trade
(trade) (Hübler and Keller, 2010), the population size
(population) (Chen et al., 2021) as control variables (Li and
Lin, 2017; Shao et al., 2019; Zhao and Lin, 2019). The explanation,
units, and range of values of the variables are shown in Table 4
Explanatory Variables of the Equation.

Formula 8 is able to prove whether digitalization has a positive
or negative effect on energy efficiency, but a more specific
perspective is still needed to analyze its effect in depth.
Therefore, a decomposition analysis of the secondary indexes
can provide a different starting point for effect analysis. In order
to deeply explore the direction and degree of effect, we take four
secondary indexes of digitalization as the core explanatory
variables and continue to explore their effects and degree from
these four dimensions. The secondary indexes of digitalization are
measured by NIL, CSDL, ITIDL, DTIL with the regression
formulas shown in Eqs 9–12.

EE � α0 + α1NIt + α2pergdpt + α3indt + α4fdit
+α5innovationt + α6tradet + α7populationt + εt (9)

EE � α0 + α1CSDt + α2pergdpt + α3indt + α4fdit
+α5innovationt + α6tradet + α7populationt + εt (10)

EE � α0 + α1ITIDt + α2pergdpt + α3indt + α4fdit
+α5innovationt + α6tradet + α7populationt + εt (11)

EE � α0 + α1DTIt + α2pergdpt + α3indt + α4fdit+α5innovationt + α6tradet + α7populationt + εt (12)
The indexes are the same as those mentioned in Eq. 8.

4.5 Unit Root Test
A time series is a non-stationary time series if its mean or function
of independent variables varies over time, i.e., it contains unit
roots (Dickey and Fuller, 1979, 1981; Phillips and Perron, 1988).
Using a non-stationary time series to build a regression equation
may lead to the problem of spurious regression. Therefore, when
we use a time series, it is crucial to determine whether the
variables are smooth. The unit root test is one way to check
the smoothness of the variables, and in this paper, the ADF
(Augmented Dickey-Fuller) test is performed on the original
series.

4.6 Multicollinearity Test
Multicollinearity is a situation in which there is a strong linear
correlation between the independent variables in a multiple
regression model (Farrar and Glauber, 1967), which may occur
in constructing the regression equation. Multicollinearity can
lead to significant standard errors of the coefficients, which
may cause the coefficient estimates to vary irregularly or even
produce opposite estimates, affecting the accuracy and
stability of the estimation results or causing significant
misspecification. Multicollinearity may exist between
variables, so it is essential to test for a high degree of
linearity before performing linear regression. The
multicollinearity of independent variables in the model is
tested by OLS regression, and their VIFs (variance inflation
factors) are calculated. According to the VIF test, significant
multicollinearity affects the regression results between
variables when the VIF exceeds 10 (Marquaridt, 1970).
Therefore, traditional OSL regression is not appropriate
when there is multicollinearity (Xie and Hawkes, 2015). In
this case, Ridge regression is used to estimate the regression to
eliminate the effect of multicollinearity.

TABLE 4 | Explanatory variables of the equation.

Variables Explanation Unit Range of values

EE Macro energy efficiency (GDP divided by energy consumption value) Billion Yuan per 10,000 tons of standard coal Positive numbers
Dig Digitalization index value (According to the “3 index system” using “4.2 entropy method”) (0,1)
pergdp Per Capita GDP Billion yuan/10,000 people Positive numbers
ind Industrial structure (Secondary Industry GDP/GDP) % (0,1)
fdi Foreign direct investment (Foreign investment/GDP) % (0,1)
innovation Innovation level (R&D expenditure/GDP) % (0,1)
trade International trade (Import and export/GDP) % (0,1)
population Population size 10,000 people Positive numbers
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4.7 Ridge Regression Estimation
Multicollinearity leads to significant standard errors among the
independent variables and makes the model unstable. Changing
the estimation method can effectively eliminate the risk posed by
these standard errors in cases wheremulticollinearity still exists in
the regression model. Ridge regression estimation is one of the
most effective methods to deal with multicollinearity. It can
obtain acceptable biased estimates with minor mean squared
errors in the independent variables through bias tradeoffs (Hoerl
and Kennard, 1970a; Wang et al., 2012).

Ridge regression estimate is one of the OLS (Ordinary Least
Squares). Hoerl and Kennard first proposed a ridge regression
estimate, and then they conducted a more in-depth discussion on
ridge regression estimate (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970a, b). Ridge
regression does not have the unbiased nature of least squares but
still gives reliable and realistic estimates and is suitable for the
study of data with covariance problems, especially for the fit of
pathological data is more robust than least squares. Ridge
regression estimate is a method that can be used when a
multicollinearity problem exists, and it will produce better
regression results than OLS (Wang et al., 2012).

When a multicollinearity problem exists among independent
variables, |XTX| ≈ 0, there is no unique answer for the equation
(XTX)β � XY. Adding matrix kI (k > 0), thenXTX + kI is going
to be much less singularity. Eq. 13 is called the ridge regression
estimate for β.

β
∧
(k) � (XTX + kI)−1XTY (13)

Here k is the parameter of ridge regression, which refers to as
biasing constant. The values of k are between 0 and 1. Assume
that X has been standardized, then XTX is the independent
variable sample correlation matrix. Since the value of k is not
unique, it is a group of estimators for the regression parameter.
When k = 0, is OLS.

Choosing ridge parameter k is critical for ridge regression, and
there are selection criteria for its selection. 1) The ridge estimate
of each regression coefficient is stable; 2) k is expected to be as
small as possible; 3) k is supposed to supply a reasonable
coefficient estimate for variable; 4) k should make ridge
coefficients economically meaningful (The ridge estimate sign
of regression coefficient is reasonable, while the OLS estimate sign
is not.).

Adding penalty term λ∑p
j�1β

∧2

j to OLS (see Eq.14), when
there is multicollinearity, sum of squares of deviations of
estimator β will be compressed, resulting in a more ideal
regression result.

β
∧

ridge � argmin
β

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩∑N
i�1
⎛⎝yi − β0 −∑p

j�1
xijβj⎞⎠

2

+ λ∑p
j�1
β2j

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (14)

λ is the penalty parameter. The larger the value of λ is, the
greater the contraction of the regression coefficient is. Some
features and benefits of ridge regression estimate are that 1)
ridge regression estimate reduces a degree of accuracy and lose
some information, and a degree of bias is introduced such that
the standard errors are deflated (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970b);

2) reduce the mean square error, get more reliability and
stability regression coefficients, and is steadier than OLS
when fitting ill-conditioned data; 3) the determination
coefficient (R2) of ridge regression is slightly lower than
that of OLS, but the significance of regression coefficient is
often significantly higher than that of ordinary regression
analysis (Raza, Lin and Liu, 2021).

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Data Source
The raw data used in this study mainly came from the Zhejiang
Province Statistical Yearbook, Zhejiang Internet Development
Report, and China Stock Market Accounting Research
statistics database (CSMAR) (Zhejiang Provincial
Government, 2019; Zhejiang Provincial Bureau of Statistics,
2022). Zhejiang Province disclosed the Internet penetration
rate and began to release the Zhejiang Province Internet
Development Report in 2008, which shows that the
Zhejiang Provincial Government has since initially started
statistical analysis and disclosure of the development level
of the digital economy.

5.2 Calculate the Value of Digitalization of
Zhejiang Province
The values of the primary and secondary indexes of
digitalization are calculated based on Eqs 1–6 to derive the
value of digitalization in Zhejiang Province. The values of
digitalization and secondary indexes from 2003 to 2019 are
shown in Table 5, and the digitalization trend is shown in
Figure 1.

The digitalization of Zhejiang Province showed an upward
trend from 2003 to 2019. As shown in Figure 1, the rate of
increase is slow from 2003 to 2010, but it is evident after 2012.
The trend of NI, CSD, ITID, and DTI is generally upward,

TABLE 5 | Digitalization of Zhejiang province from 2003 to 2019.

Year Dig NI CSD ITID DTI

2003 0.002738 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.002738
2004 0.008622 0.001730 0.002241 0.001672 0.002978
2005 0.010951 0.003213 0.004307 0.002580 0.000852
2006 0.021273 0.004073 0.006761 0.006775 0.003665
2007 0.028926 0.005549 0.010607 0.008804 0.003967
2008 0.035127 0.005761 0.014190 0.010113 0.005064
2009 0.038529 0.005393 0.016555 0.011387 0.005194
2010 0.042828 0.006068 0.020161 0.012008 0.004592
2011 0.040563 0.006873 0.011994 0.011466 0.010231
2012 0.041346 0.007742 0.013507 0.010492 0.009605
2013 0.056573 0.008851 0.015636 0.014894 0.017192
2014 0.070642 0.009053 0.017709 0.024113 0.019767
2015 0.086960 0.009565 0.021817 0.033685 0.021892
2016 0.093751 0.009743 0.017795 0.042691 0.023521
2017 0.111333 0.013039 0.023765 0.049832 0.024696
2018 0.139060 0.013185 0.043340 0.052813 0.029721
2019 0.170777 0.012528 0.064083 0.060939 0.033226
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meaning Zhejiang’s digital construction is true to the good. NI
has the slowest pace of increase while ITID has the fastest one.
CSD has a significant fluctuation, while DTI has a relatively stable
trend. Among them, ITID has the most apparent growth, which
represents that the information technology industry has brought
the apparent promotion to the digital development of Zhejiang
Province. The above situation shows that Zhejiang Province has
certain advantages in network infrastructure. It has made great
efforts to the development of the information technology industry
and achieved specific results. The development of
communication service is in the exploratory development stage
at the early stage, and the development is not stable. After 2016, it
has made apparent progress. Digital technology innovation is
developing steadily. Digital innovation technology enterprises
and their scientific and technological achievements have

promoted the development of the digital economy and
boosted the digitalization of Zhejiang Province.

5.3 Calculate the Value of Digitalization of
Zhejiang Province
According to Eq. 7 to calculate the energy efficiency, the
calculation results are shown in Table 6 the macro energy
efficiency of Zhejiang Province from 2003 to 2019 shows a
trend of year-on-year improvement.

5.4 Unit Root Testing
Based on the introduction in 4.5, we performed unit root tests on
the raw data in the dataset and performed unit root tests on their
logarithmic series, and the relevant results are shown in Table 7.
The ADF test statistic is the statistical result for significance, while
the Prob is the probability value corresponding to the statistic.
The observed effects of the two are equivalent. Usually, we are
used to looking at the prob value to make a judgment. Prob value
must be less than a given significance level, usually 0.1, 0.05, 0.01,

FIGURE 1 | Digitalization of Zhejiang province from 2003 to 2019.

TABLE 6 | Energy efficiency of Zhejiang Province from 2003 to 2019.

Year Energy consumption/10 thousand
tons standard coal

GDP/100 million yuan EE

2003 9,522.56 9,395.00 0.987
2004 10,824.69 11,648.70 1.076
2005 12,031.67 13,417.70 1.115
2006 13,218.85 15,718.47 1.189
2007 14,524.13 18,753.73 1.291
2008 15,106.88 21,462.69 1.421
2009 15,566.89 22,990.35 1.477
2010 16,865.29 27,399.85 1.625
2011 17,827.27 31,854.80 1.787
2012 18,076.18 34,382.39 1.902
2013 18,640.00 37,334.64 2.003
2014 18,826.00 40,023.48 2.126
2015 19,610.00 43,507.72 2.219
2016 20,275.60 47,254.04 2.331
2017 21,030.01 52,403.13 2.492
2018 21,674.56 58,002.84 2.676
2019 22,392.77 62,351.74 2.784

TABLE 7 | Unit root test results of original sequences and logarithmic sequences.

Original sequence Logarithmic sequence

Independent
variables

ADF
test

statistic

Prob Independent
variables

ADF
test

statistic

Prob

EE −1.873 0.6215 EE −12.393 0.0001
Dig 2.472 1.0000 Dig −4.643 0.0104
perdgp −0.969 0.9201 perdgp −5.107 0.0001
ind −2.666 0.0112 ind −2.420 0.3569
fdi −3.594 0.0712 fdi −4.584 0.0116
innovation 1.337 0.9998 innovation −2.623 0.0129
trade −2.922 0.1834 trade −5.493 0.0319
population −2.678 0.2588 population −15.112 0.0001
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etc. The closer the prob is to 0, the better. From Table 7, we can
see that, except for ind, all of the raw series cannot reject the null
hypothesis (p > 0.05) through the unit root test of the raw series,
which means that most of the raw series data used for modelling
are challenging to meet the stationarity requirement, and using
these data for modelling is not convincing and cannot be used.

For non-stationary time series, we can use methods such as
logarithm and difference to improve the stationarity. In this
paper, we use the logarithm to improve stationarity. The unit
root test results for the log series show that all log series except ind
successfully reject the null hypothesis. Therefore, in the
regression equation, ind uses the original series, and the other
variables use the log series to ensure the stationarity of the
original data.

5.5 Multicollinearity Test
The correlation between variables is analyzed, and the results
obtained by running the R package are shown in Figure 2 From
Figure 2, it can be found that there is a significant correlation not
only between EE and Dig but also between Dig and the six control
variables. It is observed that there is a strong correlation between

all the variables at least above the significance level of 0.5.
Therefore, we believe that there are significant intrinsic
linkages among the variables influenced by intrinsic factors,
and these intrinsic linkages affect the judgment of the effect of
digitalization of the variables, especially the core variables, on
energy efficiency.

In this study, SPSS 23 was used to test the existence of
collinearity between variables. As shown in Table 8, all VIFs
were greater than 10, showing severe multicollinearity among the
variables, whichmeans OLS regression analysis is not feasible.We
use ridge regression to obtain the regression equation used in this
study to eliminate the influence of multicollinearity.

5.6 Ridge Regression Estimation
5.6.1 Ridge Regression
In this study, the R package was used for ridge regression
estimation. We used cross-validation in R Package to select the
ridge coefficients, and the elasticity coefficient α � 0 was used for
the ridge regression estimation. Under different values of lambda,
MSE values are shown in Figure 3. In the coordinate system shown
in Figure 3, the horizontal axis represents the Log Lambda value,
the vertical axis represents the coefficients value, and the upper
horizontal axis upper scale represents the number of independent
variables. As shown in Figure 3, the number of independent
variables is always seven under other parameters (there are
seven independent variables in the regression equation). With
the increase of Lambda, MSE shows an increasing trend of
slowly first and fast afterwards. Moreover, when MSE is the
minimum, lambda value is shown in the first dotted line, where
lambda = 0.0966. In addition, since the dependent variable is
continuous, Gaussian parameters are adopted. After 100 iterations,
the ridge coefficient calculated is 0.1, and the variance

FIGURE 2 | Correlation between variables.

TABLE 8 | Results of multicollinearity test.

Independent variables VIF

Dig 279.994
pergdp 738.296
ind 117.28
fdi 14.767
innovation 753.596
trade 135.254
population 347.461
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interpretation rate is 99.51%. This result is consistent with the
outcome of cross-validation and has high reliability. Therefore, we
determined the ridge coefficient to be 0.1. We also look for ridge
coefficient by ridge trace.We also look for ridge coefficient by ridge
trace. Figure 3 (right) shows the ridge trace diagram; when the
ridge regression coefficient was 0.1, the regression coefficients of all
independent variables stabilized, which corresponds to the variation
trend of ridge trace. Based on the above verification, the ridge
coefficient is 0.1. When the ridge coefficient is determined to be
0.1, the ridge estimates of each regression coefficient in this study are
basically stable, and we will get the regression coefficients that meet
the economicmeaning used to judge the effect of digitalization and its
secondary indicators on energy efficiency.

R Package can judge the predictive power of data trends in ridge
regression analysis. In the scatter diagram (Figure 4), each point
corresponding to the fair value and the actual value is close to the line
Y = X, which indicates that the fitting effect is good. Figure 4 shows
that, with a good fit, our judgment of the relationship between the
effect of digitalization on energy efficiency will be considered
accurate.

When the ridge coefficient is 0.1, the regression coefficients of
each variable are shown in the Table 9.

The normalized regression equation is therefore expressed as
follows:

lnEE � 0.0775 lnDL + 0.1829 lnpergdp
−0.2036ind + 0.0343 lnfdi + 0.1598 ln innovation
+0.13 ln trade + 0.1845 lnpopulation + 0.5062

The regression results show that the digitalization level and
energy efficiency in Zhejiang province show an increasing yearly
trend from 2003 to 2019. The Ridge estimates show that the core
explanatory variable Dig exerts a positive influence concerning
EE. The coefficients show that the relationship between the
variables and EE is consistent with the practical economic
implications. Among explaining variables, the industrial
structure (the proportion of the secondary industry) exerts a
negative influence; the other explanatory variables exerts a
positive effect. We concluded that digitalization positively
affected energy efficiency, so increasing digitalization promotes
energy efficiency.

The explanatory variable “ind” is the secondary industry’s
value-added ratio to GDP. The higher the percentage of the
secondary industry (and the lower the percentage of the primary
and tertiary industry), the more significant the contribution of the
secondary industry to GDP in the national economy (and the
smaller the contribution of the primary and tertiary industry).
The coefficient of ind is -0.2036, which indicates that the negative
effect of energy efficiency was more remarkable as the proportion
of the contribution of the secondary industry increased. On the
contrary, the negative effect of energy efficiency decreased as the
share of primary and tertiary industries increased. Digital
industries such as ICT brought by the digital economy were
attributed to the tertiary industry. As they contributed more and
more GDP, the more favourable the energy efficiency was.

FIGURE 3 | Cross validation (left) and ridge trace (right).

FIGURE 4 | Relation of actual and predicted.

TABLE 9 | Ridge regression coefficient.

Variable Coefficient

Dig 0.0775
perdgp 0.1829
ind −0.2026
fdi 0.0343
innovation 0.1598
trade 0.1300
population 0.1845
Intercept 0.5062
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Therefore, the industrial structure was a fundamental point to
consider the effect of digitalization on energy efficiency. The
results in Table 6 confirmed the negative effect of industrial
structure on EE, with each unit increasing in and decreasing
energy efficiency by −0.2036. On the contrary, the larger the share
of tertiary industry in the three major industry, the more
substantial the industrial structure advantage, and the more
contribution of the same energy consumption to GDP, the
more conducive to energy efficiency. We advocated optimizing
the industrial structure through the digital economy to achieve
the transformation of industries with low energy consumption
and high added value. Promoting the digital industry was indeed
one of the ways to improve energy efficiency by optimizing
industrial structure. Achieving industrial structure upgrading
was one of the points that can be achieved and improved in
the digital economy.

5.6.2 Digital Secondary Indexes and Energy Efficiency
According to the results obtained by R package, R2 of the four
models above is 0.9918, 0.9936, 0.9924, 0.9949 in turn, which
shows that the model fits well. The results identified
digitalization as the driver of EE in Zhejiang Province in the
study. Observing the coefficients of the secondary indexes of
digitalization, all the indexes played a positive role. NI has the
most potent positive effect, followed by DTI and CSD, and ITID
has the weaker effect. Using cross-validation (100 iterations), we
obtained that the regression coefficients of the respective
variables of NI, CSD, ITID and DTI stabilized when their
ridge regression coefficients were all 0.1. Four plots in

Figure 5 are the ridge traces of NI, CSD, ITID, and DTI in
order. Each plot separately confirms the reliability of the
Lambda values obtained from the cross-validation.
Considering the overfitting, the ridge traces of the regression
coefficients of each variable are relatively stable when Lambda is
0.1. The results obtained from the ridge trace plot validation
made us confirm that the next regression results are
trustworthy. The regression results of each variable are
shown below, at their corresponding ridge coefficients (0.1):

Network infrastructure:

lnEE � 0.07358 lnNI + 0.1804 lnpergdp
−0.2080ind + 0.04487 lnfdi + 0.1572 ln innovation
+0.2591 ln trade + 0.1813 lnpopulation + 0.8950

Communications services development:

lnEE � 0.063641 lnCSD + 0.1699 lnpergdp
−0.213ind + 0.05166 lnfdi + 0.1459 ln innovation
+0.2472 ln trade + 0.1796 lnpopulation + 0.7915

Information technology industry development:

lnEE � 0.0365 ln ITID + 0.1786 lnpergdp
−0.2129ind + 0.0383 lnfdi + 0.1557 ln innovation
+0.2599 ln trade + 0.1845 lnpopulation + 0.6378

Digital technology innovation:

lnEE � 0.0666 lnDTI + 0.1673 lnpergdp
−0.1767ind + 0.05809 lnfdi + 0.1552 ln innovation
+0.2791 ln trade + 0.1661 lnpopulation + 0.8889

FIGURE 5 | Ridge traces of secondary indexes.
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1)Network infrastructure.

We found that Network infrastructure services positive
contributed to energy efficiency. For every 1% increase in
network infrastructure, the energy efficiency of Zhejiang
Province will increase by 0.07358, which shows that increasing
investment in digital infrastructure construction and improving
network and equipment construction will help improve energy
efficiency in Zhejiang Province. The advancement of
digitalization requires network and equipment construction.
Improving digital infrastructure and abundant information
resources is necessary and the foundation for developing the
digital economy. With the completion of the regional network
infrastructure, digitalization will be further improved. Network
infrastructure is the material foundation of communication
services and information technology, and it is also the
essential condition for digital technology innovation.

The energy system in the digital era rely on digitalization and
intelligence. Therefore, network infrastructure played a
fundamental role. This is an opportunity but also a challenge
for cities with digital processes. The network infrastructure
promotes the digitalization process, which affects energy
efficiency, which also means that if the network infrastructure
is not updated in time, energy efficiency will not adapt to the
development pace under the digital economy.

Zhejiang Province takes the lead in digital infrastructure
construction. Networks, computing power, new technologies,
terminals, and integrated infrastructure have formed a large
scale and are influential in the digital structure of Zhejiang
Province. The backbone network construction of Zhejiang
Province has been expanding continuously, and 5G base
stations have been fully covered above county towns and key
towns in the province. The IPv6 transformation has been
achieved. Many perception facilities such as machine vision
and sensors have been deployed in the energy sector, and
various multi-functional smart energy services have been
promoted in an orderly manner. These network infrastructures
were the foundations of energy systems in Zhejiang Province.
They will have a positive effect on energy reform and energy
efficiency.

In urban energy production and supply systems, digital
infrastructure has been widely used in the energy sector,
extending from the production side to the consumption
side. The new situation of energy systems can facilitate
energy production processes and operating models more
efficiently, universally and sustainably, and even facilitate
the emergence of new business models. Digital
infrastructure provide entirely new solutions to significant
challenges in the energy sector. Zhejiang Province’s digital
infrastructure development becomes an advantage for future
energy efficiency. The application of technologies such as the
digital twin holds great promise for efficiently handling
renewable energy interactions and improving the energy
efficiency of renewable energy. However, despite the
advantageous position, it still faces the challenge of scaling
up the digital infrastructure and fully unleashing the value of
the digital infrastructure is also a test.

2)Communications services development.

We concluded that the Communications services positive
contributed to energy efficiency. Communication services is an
important participant in digital development, providing physical
support for the digitalization of the three industries. New forms
such as smart grid and energy Internet combine energy systems
with emerging digital technologies. Combining the energy system
and emerging digital technologies requires a high-quality
network environment and communication service foundation.
The popularization of the Internet can reduce information
asymmetry, optimize resource allocation, accelerate the flow of
labour and capital, and create more value per unit of energy
consumption. Because of this, it is possible to optimize
production and operation activities, tap energy-saving
potential and improve energy efficiency.

Communication services can optimize the allocation of market
elements, reduce transaction costs and resource flow costs, and
improve energy efficiency. The more users and Internet and
mobile devices coverage, the greater the amount of data
generated and the more information value discovered,
consistent with extant research. When the communication
services level is improved, the network effect of
communication services will appear; that is to say, when
mobile phones and the Internet become more popular, their
value will continue to increase. Therefore, the scale effect and
network effect of communication service development will be an
important opportunity to promote energy efficiency in Zhejiang
Province.

The software and information service industry in Zhejiang
Province has made significant contributions to the digital
economy. The development of communication services in
Zhejiang Province has obvious advantages. Its total volume
and scale are in the first echelon in the country. The
development of information services in Zhejiang Province has
facilitated the construction of “Digital Zhejiang” and promoted
the reform of digital services. Zhejiang Province took the lead in
building an Internet exchange centre and introduced the “5G +
Industrial Internet”. While helping the digital economy and the
digital transformation of industries, these have improved the
network effect of communication services, benefiting the energy
system and improving energy efficiency. The combination of
digital communication services and energy systems will work to
reduce fossil energy consumption, improve energy efficiency and
provide opportunities for development. On the other hand, the
international environment may influence the communication
service industry and have instability. Especially for Zhejiang
Province, where the communication service industry is more
concentrated, seeking stability and security in development
should be taken seriously.

3)Information technology industry development.

Information technology industry development had a positive
correlation with energy efficiency. The information technology
industry has become one of the development advantages of
Zhejiang Province. Zhejiang’s information industry is in a
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leading position. The increasing influence of communication
services and e-commerce industries in Zhejiang Province has
contributed to intelligence and digital transformation
development. These have positive effects on the industrial
structure upgrading, resource allocation, and production
factor flow.

The development of the information technology service
industry is conducive to upgrading the industrial structure,
which is helpful to cultivate new technologies, new business
forms, new models, and new industries to improve energy
efficiency. The development of the information technology
service industry will change the original industrial value
creation methods and create new ways to stimulate economic
growth. When digitalization takes shape to a particular scale, it
can significantly improve energy efficiency and drive the digital
transformation of other industries (Wang and Cao, 2019).
Compared with the secondary industry, the economic value
created thereby has less energy consumption, which is one of
the ways to improve macro energy efficiency through industrial
upgrading.

On the other hand, the information technology service
industry can directly serve the energy system. Such as “energy
blockchain” and “smart energy” benefit from the information
technology service industry.

Zhejiang Province is a central province of information
economy which has the primary conditions for developing
industrial Internet. Industrial Internet in Zhejiang Province
embodies the integration of energy production, consumption,
and digital technologies. Among them, the application of
“Internet+" in the secondary industry directly affect energy
efficiency. “Internet+" and intelligent energy can use digital
technology to optimize production and operation processes
with low energy efficiency based on big industrial data, which
are based on information technology services.

The intelligent computing industry chain in Zhejiang
Province is beginning to take shape, and the artificial
intelligence industry ranks first in China. Cloud computing
represented by Alibaba Cloud and Telecom Tianyi Cloud has
developed rapidly. Twenty large-scale data centers have been
built in Zhejiang, and cloud service providers such as Alibaba
have been building data centers, further optimizing the layout
of data centers in Zhejiang Province. Companies such as
Hyperchain and Ant Group have successively launched
blockchain platforms to promote the collection and use of
public data resources. The deployment of sensing facilities in
energy, transportation, industry, and other fields in Zhejiang
Province can meet the needs of smart applications at this stage.
However, the development of the IT service industry also faces
some challenges. For example, the scale of commercial
application of Chinese chips, the cost of network operation
and the international influence of software systems have
become challenges for future development. As the leading
province, stabilizing “Internet+" and building a digital
energy system is an opportunity for future development.

4)Digital technology innovation.

The empirical results showed that digital technology
innovation played a positive role in improving energy
efficiency. Digital innovation is the process of integrating
digital technology and industry to produce digital results.
Digital innovation accelerates the digital economy. It not only
represents technological progress but is also one of the ways of
value creation. Digital innovation has promoted the extensive and
in-depth application of digital technology, promoted
technological progress, and improved energy efficiency, which
is the driving force for digitalization.

Digital innovation accelerates the digitalization and
informatization of traditional industries and promote the
automation and intelligence of production and operation. Digital
innovation generates new processes, products, and services and form
new business models. Digital innovation results tend to be more
concise, efficient, and precise. The promotion effect of digital
technology innovation on energy efficiency is reflected in the
production and consumption terminals of the energy system. On
the production side, they can optimize the energy structure and
consume renewable energy. Consumers can promote the
transformation of energy consumption from extensive to intensive,
reduce unit energy consumption, and improve energy efficiency.

Specifically, digital innovation provides opportunities for energy
system transformation. The digital transformation of the energy
system is an industrial upgrade driven by the innovation of
emerging digital technologies, which requires the support of a
digital technology innovation system. Digital technology
innovation can promote the deep integration of emerging digital
technologies such as big data, artificial intelligence, blockchain, and
5G with energy systems. It is possible to monitor energy production,
consumption and distributed energy intelligently. They can optimize
the energy structure and promote energy use cleanly and efficiently.
Smart energy, energy Internet, energy blockchain and other energy
digital innovations, as the technical foundation of energy distribution,
represent the high-quality development of energy system
measurement and energy efficiency improvement.

Zhejiang’s digital innovations have been achieving specific results.
The industry-leading enterprises are gathered in Hangzhou City,
Zhejiang Province. The digital technology innovation, supply and
demand have become one of Zhejiang Province’s natural advantages.
Several established urban brain platforms in Hangzhou and Zhejiang,
such as Alibaba and Hikvision Vision, were selected as open artificial
intelligence innovation platforms. The industrial Internet platform
system in Zhejiang Province has initially taken shape, coordinating
key industries such as the petroleum and chemical industry.
Zhejiang’s digital technology innovation has brought new business
and development models to the energy system, leading to a new stage
of the energy revolution. In this context, smart energy will accelerate
its development, lead new energy consumption patterns and service
models, and form a distributed energy network for energy efficiency.
However, digital technology innovation also faces particular
challenges. The more robust scalability of digital technology
innovation challenges the innovation process. In addition, the
diversity of innovation subjects, complex participants, and the
blurred boundaries also make digital technology innovation more
challenging.
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The above results showed that the level ofNI, CSD, ITID, andDTI,
as the physical foundation, participant, medium and pathway of
digitalization, also contributed to energy efficiency to varying degrees.
The precondition for digitalization to enhance energy consumption
was network infrastructure. Improving network infrastructure
contributed to energy efficiency in Zhejiang Province. The
improvement of communication services had a positive effect on
energy efficiency. Communication services brought more valuable
data and information, which promoted energy efficiency, creating a
virtuous circle of digitalization and energy efficiency. Communication
services promote resource allocation and digital industries, and the
value of big data is based on communication services and the Internet.
IT service industry contributed positively to energy efficiency.
Information technology services promoted resource allocation and
industrial upgrading and were drivers of industrial digitalization. The
information services industry played a role in industrial upgrading. It
facilitates the transformation of energy systems, such as distributed
renewable energy sources. The contribution of digital technology
innovation to energy efficiency was reflected in the technological and
social progress it brings. Digital innovations that combine
digitalization with energy systems, such as distributed smart
energy, were a form of high energy efficiency. In addition to
specific technological outcomes, it could also create new business
models, expand the scope of the digital economy, and improve energy
efficiency through industrial restructuring.

For Zhejiang Province, in terms of policy, the digital economy
and the energy Internet are supported by policies and highly valued
by the government. Economically, the digital economy becomes a
development advantage and brings economic contribution. Socio-
culturally, the digital atmosphere is conducive to the progress of
regional digital transformation and can accelerate the acceptance of

smart energy by residents. Technologically, digital innovation in
Zhejiang Province is outstanding, should pay more attention should
be paid to technology integration and application prospects.
Environmentally, integrating the digital economy and social life
has enabled Zhejiang Province to gain momentum. Legally, the
digital economy regulations in Zhejiang Province protect
digital development. Zhejiang Province’s advantages lie in
its digital infrastructure development, digital innovation
market, and unprecedented demand. Coupled with the
contribution of many digital industry leader enterprises is
obvious. But there are still some disadvantages, such as the
degree of conviction and discourse on software and chips. The
environment of the communication services industry is also
not stable enough and is held back by unfavourable factors.
However, the effect of digitalization on energy efficiency
improvement is still promising. As the scale and the effect
of digitalization expand, the potential of the scale effect of
digitalization is enormous. The upgrade of industrial structure
brought by the digital economy is also a massive pull for energy
efficiency. This is seen as an important opportunity. However,
we can not ignore some challenges. For example, there is still
much room for effort in terms of efficiency of a digital
infrastructure value play, security of communication
services, industry terms and market structure tending to the
monopolistic phenomenon.

The results showed that Dig has a positive effect on EE. This
finding is consistent with previous studies. For example, Berl et al.
(2013) stated in their study that the smart grid is expected to increase
the efficiency of the power grid. Moura et al. (2013) thought that the
smart grid played a central role in energy efficiency and renewable
generation. Markovic et al. (2012) confirmed that EE and

TABLE 10 | Factors affecting digitalization on energy efficiency.

Index Factor Effect Source

Physical
foundation (NI)

Technological
infrastructure

Energy demand-sidemanagement with blockchain technology can realize energy laddering
and improve energy efficiency

Hou et al. (2020)

The widespread use of digital technology infrastructure brings more ideas to improve
energy efficiency, such as its combination with buildings to form a smart infrastructure to
extend the smart grid, which can achieve energy saving and efficiency purposes

Gershenfeld et al. (2010)

Participant (CSD) Social Media The widespread use of social media derived from digitalization has an effect on regional
energy efficiency. The use of social media becomes a driver of renewable energy use, and
social media has a significant effect on people’s intention to use renewable energy. It has
been shown that governments can influence energy consumption habits through it

Zobeidi et al. (2022)

Social media has become an important source not only for governments to guide energy
use, but also to access big data on energy, such as energy users’ interactions with energy
use on the unstructured social media disclosed

Koseleva and Ropaite,
(2017)

Medium (ITID) Industrial structure
perspective

The increase in the share of tertiary industry and the upgrade of industrial structure brought
by digital related ICT industry can achieve the purpose of improving energy efficiency in the
macro economy

Yu, (2020)

Pathway (DTI) Blockchain Technology
Platform

Blockchain technology is gradually starting to disrupt the energy landscape. Energy
blockchain technology canmake energy systems smarter andmore efficient in the long run,
and blockchain will bring changes to electricity trading

Noor et al. (2018)

Energy Issues The use of digital and information technology has a positive effect on the development of
energy infrastructure and efficient consumption of energy

Shabalov et al. (2021)

Market perspective The energy market environment is changing dramatically, with environmental responsibility
pressures driving the need to curtail primary energy consumption, forcing digital technology
to address renewable energy and energy efficiency issues

Goldbach et al. (2018)
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sustainability benefit from ICT. Goldbach et al. (2018) suggest that
energy providers should adopt a more comprehensive approach by
offering a digital platform of energy services that can help them stay
aligned with energy efficiency targets.

In urban environments, digitalization infrastructure and energy
yields, demands affect energy efficiency. Digitalization and energy
efficiency in an urban environment are worth exploring.
Digitalization is also considered a driving force for energy
efficiency improvements in urban energy production and supply
systems. Digital infrastructure can provide new solutions to
challenges in the energy industry. It can promote more efficient,
pervasive and sustainable energy production processes and business
models. Digital infrastructure extends from the production side to
the consumption side. For energy production side also benefits from
digitalization. Big data and IoT technologies contribute to energy
exploration and production investment decisions. More accurate
fossil energy exploration and production processes will improve
efficiency. In addition, ICT has expanded to the energy consumption
side of the equation, such as self-driving cars, smart whole-house
homes and Internet manufacturing. Digitalization increases the
share of electricity consumption at the terminal energy
consumption, which provides space for energy optimization.
Energy Internet and smart grid rely on digital infrastructure,
solve the problem of renewable energy consumption, broaden the
sources of energy supply. Digital twin technology can calculate the
grid’s capacity more quickly and accurately, solve the renewable
energy grid connection and dispatch more efficiently, and improve
renewable energy’s energy efficiency and economy.

We explored the factors affecting digitalization on energy
efficiency that has implications for the whole of China or other
regions in the world with similar specifications and facilities. Based
on the digitalization index system, we summarized six factors from
the research results of our study and previous perspectives to explain
the influencing factors. These six factors correspond to the physical
foundation, participant, medium, and path of digitalization, as
shown in Table 10.

6 CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

The disruptive changes brought by digitalization have brought
attention and discussion on its effect on energy efficiency. Our
main work is to construct a system of regional digitalization
measurement indexes in terms of material foundation, participant,
media and pathway. This study explored the development of
digitalization in the national economic pioneer province, Zhejiang
Province, from 2003 to 2019. Our main contribution demonstrates
that the effect of digitalization on energy efficiency is positive by
empirical analysis. The study showed that energy efficiencywas driven
by developing network infrastructure, digital technology innovation,
information technology, and communication services. In addition, the
analysis from the industrial structure perspective showed that the
upgrading of industrial structure brought about by the digital
economy was one of the ways to improve energy efficiency. In
addition, we summarized the factors influencing the digitalization
effect on energy efficiency in specific regions, which came from the
digital-physical foundation, participants, medium and path.

The prospects for improving energy efficiency through
digitalization processes are promising. The construction of network
infrastructure, information technology and communication services
makes energy efficiency improvements possible. The digital
technology innovation atmosphere creates a favourable climate for
energy efficiency. Future positive effects on energy efficiency may also
exist in the scale effect of digitalization. However, the use of digital
technologies and digital innovations on the ground still faces many
potential problems that need to be explored and solved, such as
information security, market monopolies, international factors, and
other constraints. There are still many topics worth exploring in the
future of digitalization and energy efficiency development. Today, the
construction of “Digital Zhejiang” in Zhejiang Province is in full
swings, such as implementing “Project No. 1″ version 2.0 of the digital
economy as The digital economy operation system with the complete
linkage of the whole value chain is led. The Digital Center is gradually
expanding its reach and influence. In addition, China has issued
several policies to encourage the construction of the energy internet,
increase digital technology to solve energy system dilemmas and
provide policy support for distributed energy and smart grids. The
trend of digital construction has led to a positive aspect of energy
efficiency. However, regional digital economy development still faces
particular security challenges and limitations. Data security and
privacy protection systems are not yet sound, and the development
of digital platforms is gradually threatening the development of the
digital economy with the trend of “monopoly”. These circumstances
may bring different situations to promoting digitalization for energy
efficiency. Typically, if the delete lines exist in the target code, it is
decided that the vulnerability has not been fixed.

This study can further provide evidence for other provinces and
cities with digital processes to explore energy efficiency solutions from
a digital perspective. However, this study also has its shortcomings.
The research object selected is relatively single. Because digitalization is
a new thing that started late in China, the data that can be collected is
limited. In addition, the collation and disclosure of digitalization and
Internet data in other Chinese provinces limits the study. So data
sources are still expected to be expanded for inter-provincial
digitalization and energy efficiency studies. To explore this issue
more deeply, we have work to do in the future. For example, to
explore the extent to which future advances in energy systems brought
about by digital technologies will affect energy efficiency in detail. In
addition, explore how the scale effect of the continued expansion of
the digital economywill affect energy use. In the future, the scale of the
digital economy in Zhejiang Province will continue to expand.
According to the digital economy promoted in Zhejiang Province
in 2019. Themain points of the economic development are to enhance
the new intelligence of digital facilities, focus on promoting digital
technology innovation, and grow the new level of the digital industry.
The emergence of relevant digital industries will still enhance energy
efficiency. As for energy digitalization-related projects, Zhejiang
Province’s “smart photovoltaic “project is being developed and
applied in full force. Therefore, it is feasible to predict that the
energy efficiency of Zhejiang Provincewill still be improved after 2019.

Based on the above conclusions, the following policy
recommendations are proposed. First, enhance the construction of
digital infrastructure. The digital area should be encourage to promote
digital ecology, strengthen the guarantee of resource elements. First,
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the government should accelerate the construction of new digital
infrastructure and build a data element allocation system. It is crucial
to guarantee the play of digital penetration and expand digital
influence. The government should strengthen the construction of
digital infrastructure in terms of technology, funding, and policies. It is
necessary to set up laboratories to support digital technology research
and development, accelerate technological breakthroughs and
upgrades, in theory, algorithms, materials, software, and processes,
and promote emerging digital technologies. For example, the
departments should pay attention to constructing intelligent data-
aware transmission networks, building future-oriented advanced
arithmetic infrastructure, and promoting infrastructure upgrades.
Second, the government should support new mechanisms for
developing the digital economy in terms of financial resources and
play a demonstration role in the procurement and use of digital
technology products. For example, setting up special funds for the
digital economy and reducing electricity for digital infrastructure is
encouraged. Third, the government can play a leading role in the
digitalization process in infrastructure, management, and services and
promote digital processes and intelligent equipment.

Second, development of digital economy. In order to play the role
of the digital economy to optimize the energy structure, the
government should take action for the development of the digital
economy. On the one hand, the digital area should improve the new
mechanism of digital management effectiveness. The government
should improve the data element trading and circulation system,
improve the trading rules and standards, and explore the
implementation path of data association. On the other hand,
relevant policies should focus on the key points of digital
industrialization and industrial digitalization. The digital area
should strengthen regional advantages and develop a digital
economy according to local conditions. The local government
should be committed to creating competitive digital industry
clusters, establishing leading enterprises and exemplars, and
supporting clusters of digital economy market players. For
example, software and information service industry clusters, digital
financial technology centers, a digital economy emerging industry
clusters. In industrial digitalization, increasing the guidance of digital
transformation as soon as possible to be effectively profitable in digital
transformation is advocated. It is necessary to open up inclusive digital
transformation products and services, reduce the cost of digital
transformation for small and medium-sized enterprises, and serve
different transformation needs. Second, the government should
improve the grading standards and assessment system for the
digital transformation of enterprises and gradually improve the
laws and regulations for digital transformation. Third, it is
essential to strengthen the digital awareness of enterprises and
society. The government should raise awareness and acceptance of
digitalization in society, especially among the managers of enterprises.

Third, encourage digital innovation. The government should
advocate digital innovation behaviour and a good atmosphere for
digital innovation.Make forward-looking deployment, strengthen the
top-level design and coordination of digital innovation in the region,
and guarantee that digital innovation has a suitable and sufficient
supply of talents is encouraged. First, the government should promote
intelligent manufacturing, standard technology breakthroughs, and
the industrialization of significant innovation achievements. Promote

the digitalization process with various modes of digital innovation,
explore digital innovation models in finance, energy, education, and
take the lead in encouraging and supporting the promotion of digital
innovation results. Second, create a regional synergistic digital
innovation environment to activate new industrial transformation
and innovation momentum. Relevant policies should support the
industrialization of digital innovation results, combine regional
industrial endowments, and encourage cross-fertilization across
fields. Third, the government should strengthen its support for
digital talents, technology, intellectual property rights, enterprises,
industrial land and enhance the cultivation of the digital
entrepreneurship chain. Relevant policies should introduce high-
quality digital technology training programs at home and abroad
and increase digital talent incentive policies.

Forth, ensure the secure and stable development of the digital
industry. The government should provide solutions for the security of
data elements and digital industries. First, the government should be
committed to the data security governance system, build a big data
security supervision platform, improve the security protection
mechanism and enhance the risk warning capability. The
government should improve the supervision and management of
the communication service industry, strengthen the flow of data
and information security management, improve the security
management system and workflow, and create a safe and reliable
network ecological environment. Second, the society should focus on
the protection of data assets and digital innovation achievements.
Strengthening data integration and sharing and building an integrated
data sharing service platform is expected. Develop a security
management mechanism that can collaboratively deal with the data
industry, practitioners, and regulators. Improve the regulation of data
access audit, security risk fusion, and behaviour traceability for the data
industry. Strengthen the research and judgment on data ethics and
privacy protection, and guide the new layout of data security and digital
industry security.
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